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CLOUDTIME

Reduce your Cloud billable Time

FEATURES OVERVIEW

Some of the features that will instantly reduce your AWS bill

What is it?

CloudTime allows you to schedule your AWS

resources to be shutdown when not in use, then

restarted when required. Doing so for just a few

resources can save hundreds of dollars a month

on your AWS bills.



Explore and �nd expensive AWS

resources


Schedule shutdown/delete for quiet

periods


Catch new resources automatically

Software as a Service. Nothing to

install


Billed through the AWS Marketplace

Only $0.02 per shutdown or startup

Your �rst 100 actions are free

CloudTime - OverviewCloudTime - Overview



FIND EXPENSIVE

RESOURCES

Explore multiple AWS accounts

and regions simultaneously to

locate your most expensive

resources quickly.

SCHEDULE DOWNTIME

Schedule your resources to be

shutdown automatically during

quiet periods then restarted again.

CATCH NEW RESOURCES

Schedules can automatically apply

to newly created resources that

(do not) match speci�c tag criteria.

AWS IAM SECURITY SEARCH AWS EC2, RDS AND MORE



Contact Us

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=logz0NoF1yY
https://www.cloudtime.app/index.html
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WHY CLOUDTIME?

Compare CloudTime to similar offerings

CloudTime's access to your AWS

resources is managed through the

AWS IAM that your AWS

administrators control.

Search across multiple AWS

accounts and regions

simultaneously. Find expensive

resources thanks to our automatic

highlighting of unused resources.

Pause your EC2 instances, RDS

instances and clusters. Delete

unused ageing EBS volumes,

snapshots, RDS snapshots, AMIs.

Delete unassigned Elastip IPs

EMPOWER YOUR USERS

Invite your colleagues to

CloudTime and allow them to

manage their own resources and

schedules. Role-based access

control and AWS IAM security

requires you to assign only the

limited permissions they need.

NO INSTALL OR

CONTRACT

Software as a Service with nothing

to install. No credit card to produce

or contract to sign. Billed throught

the AWS marketplace.

TRY FOR FREE

Your �rst 100 scheduled actions

are free so you can try with no cost

or obligation.

See these features in action in our product overview video on YouTube.



vs the "free" offerings

vs the commercial offerings
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ENOUGH? START REDUCING YOUR BILL!

Your �rst 100 actions (i.e. startup/shutdown) are free

This button takes you to our AWS Marketplace page. Then sign in using your AWS console credentials.

S U B S C R I B E  TO  C LO U DT I M E

https://youtube.com/embed/logz0NoF1yY
https://www.cloudtime.app/documents/Privacy.pdf
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/B071VYHDGP/ref=_ptnr_web_homepg

